Ideas of things to do
Dear Children and Parents/Carers,
There are lots of ideas of things to do at home and free resources to try out.
Remember to check with your adult before you go on the internet.
Mrs Day
The Government have put together a list of resources to support families with home
learning.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-educationresources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-homeeducation

___________________________________________________________________
Why? Because
Each person writes down a question beginning with why (for example, Why do dogs
bark? Fold over the top of the paper to hide the question and pass to the next person
who, without looking at the question, writes an answer starting with ‘Because…

Story time
Put 5 random things in a bag (e.g. toy, spoon, comb, watch, glove) and give to
someone to make up a story which includes all 5 items.

‘Lockdown friend’
Create a ‘lockdown friend’ for the Good Shepherd bear by
stuffing some of your clothes with a pillow or cushion.
He’s getting a bit lonely at school without seeing and
hearing you all every day!

Face game
Find picture of faces in magazines or newspapers. Cut them out and then cut each
one in half (make sure you check with an adult first that they have finished with the
newspaper/magazine). Stick half of the face on some paper and draw the other side.

___________________________________________________________________

Recycling sculpture
Create a sculpture out of things from the recycling box. Wash them first and then
stack them on top of each other to make a robot, space ship or something else.

Grow some fruit
Next time you have some fruit, save the stone or pips. Fill a pot with some soil and
push some seeds into the soil. Give the seeds a little water and put it on a sunny
windowsill until the plant begins to grow. You can then leave it on the windowsill or
put it outside to continue growing.
___________________________________________________________________

Mobile
Make a bird to fly through the air or to hang up. Cut out a bird shape and a wing on
some cardboard such as an old cereal box and slide the wing through the slot.

___________________________________________________________________

Puppets
Make an animal puppet by cutting out an outline and attaching it to a straw or pencil.

Have fun!

